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Agree or Disagree - This Country is Hindu Country

During an informal discussion some time back in St. Louis USA, a researcher of

medical sciences said, ‘After attaining independence, couple of leaders left Hindus

without their own country’.
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Though he is settled in USA for around 50 years, he is great person still intact with roots of Bhaarata.

This statement is thought provoking. Except those having hatred towards Hinduism, every individual endowed with positive

vision, accepts this truth.

Before obtaining independence, every struggle for the freedom of this country was identified with the word ‘Hindu’

All the people in this country were declared as Hindus. Even to this day, some remember the slogan ‘Hindustan Hamara’ i.e.

Hindustan belongs to all of us.



Many are aware that ‘Hindu’ word originated from the word ‘Sindhu’. Right from Ganga to Kaveri, all the rivers in this country

are called ‘Sindhu’. Truly the Vedas that elucidated the ‘Sapta Sindhus’ have their origin in Bhaarata.

Having flourished on the banks of Sindhus, Bhaarata is rightly called ‘Hindu Country’. Another name for this country is

‘Bhaarata’. These two names are but for natural for this country.

But, foreigners mentioned it as India. Some prominent leaders of the day confirmed the same.



Immediately, some others reminded that this country is called ‘Bhaaratadesa’ since ages. But, the principal leader of the

day, completely filled with animosity towards the culture and heritage of this country, did not agree. (We can easily guess

who he is..)

After a historian demonstrated ample evidence with decrees of Kharavela and others, finally the official name of this country

was declared as ‘India that is Bhaarat’.

After the ruthless partition of this country purely based on religion into two other Muslim countries, then..

why there is doubt that the remaining part be called as the ‘Hindu’ country! But this word is taken away and instead replaced

with the word ‘secular’.

Hindu religion did not come into existence based on books or preachers. This word is completely national. Dharma,

Knowledge,..

Civilization, Culture & many other things in totality represent the word ‘Hindu’. This word is the cord that binds the entire

Bhaarata. Those who came from other countries to instigate violence, destruction, loot of respect and killings will neither like

nor appreciate this word.

The word ‘Hindu’ is removed just to pamper those people. Taking this as an opportunity, whenever any aspect of this

country’s innate and natural culture is touched upon, people of both religions raised & are still raising cries that it’s all

fundamental religionism.

Some ‘Red Faced’ joined them in their shouts. In fact, all these three never belonged to this land.

The Hindu Dharma that existed even before them belonged to this country. Doctrine of these three have always been that

their religion and party ideology are the only refuge..

for the people of this country & all those who don’t follow them are useless & should be eliminated.

Hence, they have been making very serious attempts in the direction of converting this country into theirs, while all the time

hating & creating violence against those opposing..

them for the last 70+ years. Bharatiyas, ignorant of their own history & forgetting their self & individuality, were getting

transformed into others & became enemies of their own nation. Looking at every aspect that is ‘Bharatiya’ with an eye of

religion, they are ..

always bashing in their religious & political gatherings that these should be completely destroyed.

Their strong trust is , ‘Entire culture of Bhaarata is Hindu religion’. In fact, their opinion is not far from truth.

When some noble-minded state that Hindu Dharma is a way of life but not a religion, these people taking advantage of the

same turn it around and say that they will give religion to this country which does not have any religion yet.



All of us should recognize that Hindu Dharma is a great religion that moulds our way of life.

What is the country for Hindu religion?

All the leaders are kindly requested to answer this question.

Which country has the roots for this religion?

That which has Himalayas, Vindhya,

Malayachala, Ganga, Yamuna, Godavari, Krishna,

Kaveri, Tungabhadra, Tamraparni, Mahaanadi,

Ayodhya, Madhura, Maya, Kashi, Puri,

Dwaraka, Venkatachala, Arunachala,

Kanyakumari, that country which is the

motherland of faith centers of all Hindus..



what will it be called other than the country of Hindus?

If every one of us ask to provide a country of our own…what will be given?

It goes without saying that such land where our religious texts, beliefs exist, that land should be given. That means

‘Bhaarata’ should be given.

If this country is declared as ‘Hindu’ country, not only the outrage of these wicked shall come to an end, but also the

monuments, rich heritage, and culture of this

country shall be preserved.

In 1896 itself when Bharat was under foreign rule, Swami Vivekananda emphasized..





that the empowerment of this ‘Hindu desha’ lies hidden in Sanatana Dharma. Words of that seer are true to the last letter.

‘Do not mistake. There is no future to Bhaarata without Hinduism. This country has it’s roots in the soil of Hindutva. If this

Hindu Dharma is separated from

this country, it will wither off like a tree removed from the soil’, said Annie Besant.

This is just the expression of truth. Every country in the world that respects Hindu Dharma reminisces only about Bharat but

not any other country, whenever they think about Hindu religion.

If questions are raised about the safety of other religions if this country is declared as ‘Hindu’ country, it can be emphatically

stated that they shall be safe. Every1 familiar with world news are aware that people of minority religions aren't safe in other

religious countries.

But, it is within and natural for Hindu religion to respect diversity and practice tolerance. It’s fundamental philosophy is to live

and let live.

In places where those two religions that advocate to kill or call them sinners those who are not following their religion,..

..is not the truth that once upon a time Hindus who were majority in that places, now are living in terror 

and fear as minorities, is hidden? Because of this unjust method, approximately in 7 states, Hindus quickly



became a minority.

People of those other religions are continuously either instigating violence against Hindus or disturbing the

integrity or destroying the civilization of this country. (Kerala, Northeastern states, Kashmir, West Bengal are

striking examples)

What is the strength for the ‘Hindu Country’ in this stage?

Hindus should not become lethargic, but rather realize that the natural greatness of this country lies in ‘Hindutva’.

They all should become united to block those opposed to Hinduism attaining political power.

They should vehemently oppose those orchestrating religious conversions.

Hindutva, Bhaaratadesa – These are inseparable like life and body.

‘Samanvaya is San■tana – S■marasya is Bh■rat■yata’

– Samavedam Shanmukha Sarma.
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